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community here were recently summoned to the German Embassy
and were told that their salaries would continue in spite of the in-
activity of their businesses, on the understanding that they regard
themselves as agents of the German Government. Their particular
instructions were to start a whispering campaign among the Japanese
directed both against the American-Japanese discussions and against
Russia on the lines that now is Japan's best opportunity to attack
her. This line is believed to reflect (<z) the anxiety of the German
High Command to finish with Russia quickly,, particularly in view
of the difficulties of providing clothing for the German Army through-
out the winter campaign, and (6) Hitler's personal wish to divert
Japan's attention from the Netherlands East Indies, which he wants
for himself (though the latter factor, without the former, might well
be offset by Germany's wish to encourage Japan's southward expansion
in order to embroil her with the democracies).
At the same time wax-like preparations continue among the German
community. Apart from certain shipping activities the German
Military Attache has organized premilitary training courses at the
Deutsches Haus in Tokyo, where all Germans of military age must
attend once a week. The rumour is that the Germans intend to form
a Freikorps to fight with the Japanese Army in the event of Japan
entering the war.
Although still generally confident in victory, the local Germans
are anxious over certain aspects of the present situation, e.g. the
losses in Russia, shortage of food in Germany, the possibility of
American intervention, and especially the murders and executions
in France, which have left on them a profound impression that all is
not well in the New Europe.
A source which has been reliable in the past has given us the follow-
ing information :
Elaborate plans for a joint Army and Navy occupation of
Thailand are complete. These plans are modelled on the German
attack on Belgium and Holland. They call for a simultaneous
occupation of all air-fieldsa ports, and strategic centres by air-
borne troops and parachutists. Two hundred and fifty transport
planes are assembled in Taiwan and Hainan or are readily available
to begin this operation when ordered.
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The new Foreign Minister, Togo, received the ambassadors individu-
ally to-day at 3 p.m., the diplomatic ministers to be received to-
morrow. At the Minister's official residence they separated the sheep
from the goats in different waiting-rooms, the British allies in one,
the German allies in another, and the neutrals in a third. I,
although Dean and the first to come, was shown into a tiny ante-

